vacalia.com is a CA S'AMITGER SL brand.

The original Spanish version of these data protection terms has been translated into other languages. The translated version is a non official comity translation and therefore, rights cannot be drawn from the translation. In case of dispute about this content or its interpretation, as well as in case of conflicts, contradictions or discrepancies between the Spanish version and the rest of versions in any other language, the Spanish version of these terms prevails and it is conclusive as long as it is permissible under law. You can consult the Spanish version in our website (selecting the language) or request a copy in writing. If any of these terms provisions is or becomes invalid or non-binding, the user will still be associated to the rest of the mentioned provisions. If this happens, the non-valid provision shall be met to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law and, as far as possible, a similar effect to the invalid or non-binding provisions will be accepted, according to the content and object of these terms.

CONTACT CLAUSE

In accordance with the provisions of current regulations on Personal Data Protection, we inform you that your data will be incorporated into the treatment system owned by CA S'AMITGER SL with CIF B57725764 and registered office at Avinguda d'Alcudia 25, 07300 Inca - Illes Balears, in order to answer your questions. In compliance with current regulations, CA S'AMITGER SL informs that the data will be kept for the period strictly necessary in order to fulfill the aforementioned precepts.

We inform you that the processing of your data is legitimized by your consent.

CA S'AMITGER SL informs that it will proceed to treat the data in a lawful, loyal, transparent, adequate, pertinent, limited, exact and updated manner. That is why CA S'AMITGER SL undertakes to take all reasonable measures so that these are suppressed or rectified without delay when they are inaccurate.

In accordance with the rights conferred by the current regulations on data protection, you may exercise the rights of access, rectification, limitation of treatment, deletion, portability and opposition to the processing of their personal data and consent given for the treatment of them, directing your request to the postal address indicated above or to the email gestio@casamitger.com.

You may contact the competent Control Authority to present the claim that you consider appropriate.

Sending this data implies acceptance of this clause.